When using the control panel, DO NOT PRESS MORE THAN ONE BUTTON AT A TIME. Wait about 5 seconds between button pushes.

MICROPHONES

There are four microphones that work with this system (one lapel and three hand-held microphones). The microphones are in the grey cabinet.

The hanging microphones are disabled.

DEBUGGING (SHOULD RARELY BE NEEDED):

After the front projector is turned off, the projector lamp must go through a cool down cycle before the projector can be turned on again. This may take several minutes; you can monitor this wait time by watching for the flashing light on the underside of the projector to go off. PLEASE BE PATIENT!

If the front image is not centered or displaying correctly, touch PROJECTOR ON again. This will resend the commands to set the input source to your computer and to center the image.

If the audio output is not working, check to make sure your laptop is not muted.

If the side monitor(s) do not display the same presentation as the front projector, use the side projector remote control (found in the side cabinet) to change the input source of the side monitor(s) to RGB2. (Use RGB2 button on the remote control.)

To extend the bulb life, the front projector has been set to automatically turn off if the projected image if it hasn’t changed in 60 minutes. If for any reason you want keep the same image (such as a welcome screen) up for longer than 60 minutes, you will need to restart the projector, after waiting for the cool down cycle to complete.